
With Q1 behind us, the focus now turns to what comes next. 
Our outlook is optimistic, particularly as the vaccination 
programs gain traction. Strong investor demand shows that the 
Market is looking for further gains and we believe our core 
positions with Dimensional, Edgepoint, Guardian and 
Mackenzie are well positioned to capture upside going forward. 
This is more than wishful thinking and the attached slides 
<here> speak to why. Note that Edgepoint holds companies 
that investors don’t immediately think of when conversations 
turn to stocks. Yet its performance -particular in the last two 
quarters- has been very strong and reflects their deep 
conviction in their fund allocations. The big names -Apple, 
Microsoft, Amazon, Facebook, Tesla, Google et al impressive 
gains last year, yet the Market has now turned its focus to 
Second Level companies with lower price earnings multiples, 
strong balance sheets and good corporate governance. This is 
where the industry saying past performance does not guarantee 
future results comes from. 

Go to where the puck is going, not to where its been is another 
expression that Canadians know well. This is why we continue 
to support our wealth management partners, who are 
continually re-positioning their holdings to deliver future returns 
based on what they see ahead of them, not what’s happened in 
the past. Just as you can’t drive forward looking in the rear view 
mirror, neither can you invest successfully this way. 

So while the macro picture look promising overall, we can be reasonably sure that not all companies will participate 
equally in any future Market returns that materialize. Knowing what to buy and what to sell makes the case for active 
money management for the balance of 2021. A rising tide will not lift all ships, even the biggest of the tech giants who 
ruled the seas last year. With an average Price/Earnings (PE) multiple of just nineteen times, the EdgePoint Global 
Growth & Income fund has tremendous upside potential compared with a PE of 26X for the Mega-Cap companies that 
dominate corporate America.

We’ve enjoyed a good start to the year Market-wise, and remain 
of the position that there’s more good news to come. Markets are 
unpredictable in the short term, but reasonably predictable 
medium to long term. They’ve always gone up more than down, 
and are an effective mechanism for measuring human progress. 
Markets quantify this progress in stock prices every day, with 
competition bringing the best products and the best prices to 
consumers. Being a part of this by holding a well-diversified, well 
managed portfolio is a tried-and-true way to build wealth over 
time. 

Be safe, be well!

                                                                                    Martin 
                                                                                    519-546-5088 

https://static.twentyoverten.com/5bab86d4e7e32f6280dc7ede/NSDHobAvLZ/here.pdf

